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Sucessful Presentation Skills (3rd edition)Kogan Page, 2006

	A good presentation involves effective communication and essential for business success. From training new employees to building rapport with potential clients, the ability to deliver information is a required skill. This guide addresses the common problems people face - overcoming nerves, handling visual aids, and shaping the presentation...
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60GHz Technology for Gbps WLAN and WPAN: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book addresses 60 GHz technology for Gbps WLAN and WPAN from theory to practice, covering key aspects for successful deployment.


	In this book, the authors focus specifically on 60 GHz wireless technology which has emerged as the most promising candidate for multi-gigabit wireless indoor communication systems. 60 GHz...
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Pro Tools All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	A professional musician guides serious hobbyists through Pro Tool


	Pro Tools puts professional recording and music production software in the hands of anyone with the appropriate hardware and the knowledge to use it. Musician and recording engineer Jeff Strong guides you through the latest version of this complex program,...
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SUSE Linux 9.3 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
SUSE Linux is an increasingly popular Linux distribution that competes head-on with Red Hat’s Linux versions. SUSE Linux’s fortunes have been on the rise following Novell’s acquisition of Germany’s SUSE Linux AG for $210 million. SUSE is looking for more growth in the U.S. marketplace, helped in part by IBM’s $50...
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Software Requirements (3rd Edition) (Developer Best Practices)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Now in its third edition, this classic guide to software requirements engineering has been fully updated with new topics, examples, and guidance. Two leaders in the requirements community have teamed up to deliver a contemporary set of practices covering the full range of requirements development and management activities on software...
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Operative Techniques in Plastic SurgeryWolters Kluwer, 2019

	
		A new addition to the best-selling Operative Techniques series, Operative Techniques in Plastic Surgery provides superbly illustrated, authoritative guidance on operative techniques along with a thorough understanding of how to select the best procedure, how to avoid complications, and what outcomes to expect. Easy to...
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Technical Java: Applications for Science and EngineeringPrentice Hall, 2003
If you want to use Java todevelop scientific or engineering programs, Technical Java is the Java guide you’vebeen searching for. Using real-life examples, expert scientific programmerGrant Palmer shows how to build powerful, versatile, and flexible software forvirtually any technical application. Whether you’re moving from FORTRAN,C, or...
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Getting Started with C++ Audio Programming for Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Written specifically to help C++ developers add audio to their games from scratch, this book gives a clear introduction to the concepts and practical application of audio programming using the FMOD library and toolkit.

	
		Overview

		
			Add audio to your game using FMOD and wrap it in your own...
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Live Each Day: A Surprisingly Simple Guide to HappinessHarperCollins, 2019

	***** #1 Amazon Bestseller *****
	
		“Captivating storytelling, intriguing questions, pioneering research, and deceptively doable daily practices — Live Each Day has something for everyone. Grounded in science, but coming from the heart, this book shows you not only how to be authentically...
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The Setpoint Diet: The 21-Day Program to Permanently Change What Your BodyHachette, 2020

	
		The New York Times bestselling author of The Calorie Myth shares his research-based, groundbreaking plan that helps you actually lower your setpoint weight for longterm weight loss

	


	
		Your body fights to keep you within a range of about 15 pounds -- also known as your "setpoint...
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Windows Communication Foundation 3.5 Unleashed (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008

	Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is Microsoft’s dynamic technology for allowing autonomous software to communicate. Superseding earlier technologies such as COM/DCOM, .NET Remoting, ASP.NET Web Services, and the Web Services Enhancements for .NET, WCF provides a single solution that is designed to always be...
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Fire Up Your Communication Skills: Get People to Listen, Understand, and Give You What You Want!Code 3, 1997

	This is a great bathroom book. You go in constipated and come out motivated. Perfect for today's busy reader. There's even a condensed version within the book for "Emergency Situations". You don't have to start this book from the beginning. Just pick a chapter of interest and go for it.


	I wrote this book to...
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